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August, 1957 

ABSTRACT 

General aspects of the problem of .anomalou nuclear-structure-

dependent contributions to the internal-conversion p±oc.ess are consIdered with 

the qualitative conclusion that the most likely cases for observation of anoma-

lies will be in highly retarded electric or magnetic dipole transitions. 

Formulas for an elementary theory of anomalous int:ernal conversion .f or El tran-

sitions are given. SelectIon rule.s for the relevant nuclear matrix elements 

are given in the quantum numbers appropriate to spheroidally deformed nuclei 

(K, N, n,. A, E). . Similar.selection rules for ML transitions are given on the 

basis of the anomalous operators previously derived by Church and Weneser. 

The experimental data on dipole conversion ,c oeffic tents of re.tar.de  

transitions for odd-mass spheroidal nuclei are surveyed. It is noted that 

where retardation is 'ascribable to K .,forbi.dderxnes.s (up to retardation from the 

single-proton rate by a factor of lO) no detectable anOmalies are found, but 

where transitions are allowed by K-selection rules detectable .conversion-

coefficient anomalies may gnerally be found at retardations greater than 10 

to 106  and are not found at lesser retardation. There are some exceptions to 

this general rule, though. Fro.m.the present meager data the utility of selec-

tion .rul.e,s in the asyitotic quantum numbers, N. n , A, and E, for anomalous- 

conversion matrix elements is •open to questi.on,.although their utility in 

qualitatively explaining retardation of the radiative transitions is very 

evident. 

The siiirple El theory is applied in .an .attent to quantitat;.ively explain 
231  the very anomalous 85-key transition in Pa . Values of the two parameters 

in the simple theoretical 'ecpress'ions can. be  found to explain all three L- 
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subshe.11 conversion coefficients. The magnitude of one parameter, the nuclear 

matrix element (r 3  1) , is consistent with estimates from the single-particle 

model. However, the magnitude required of the other parameter is such as to 

suggest that there are important shortcomings in the theory. 
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CONCERNING ANOMALOUS COI'WERSION COEFFICIENTS OF 
DIPOLE TRANSITIONS* 

Sven Gsta Ni1.sson* and John .0. Rasmussen 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of.Ciemistry 
Uiversity of 'California, Berkeley, California 

August, 1957 

INTRODUCTION 

The internal conversion process whereby a bound orbital .eJectron is 

.ejected during a nuclear electromagnetic transition generally occurs in parallel 

with photon emission. The ratio of conversion-electron ejection to photon 

emission is defined as the conversion, coefficient, cx, with a, a, etc., refer-

ring to conversion of K, L 1 , or other electrons alone. Comparison of experimental 

absolute conversion coefficients or relative conversion coefficients (K/L ratios, 

L- or M-subshell ratios) with theoretical values constitutes the most general.. 1y 

useful means of determining gamma-transition multip.olarities. 

The overwhelming contribution to the normal internal-conversion process 

comes from regions outside the nuclear volume. The original calculations by 

Rose .et 	l assuming a point nucleus represent therefore a good approximation 

in most cases, as the probability of the electronspenetrating the nuclei.s is 

small even for the heaviest nuclei. However, 	later calculations, by Shy 

.and.Band 2 , show some conversion coefficients (particularly Ml) to be quite 

seriously affected when, instead o 	ipoinn.ucleus model, they assume a nucleus 

of finit.e size but with all nuclear currents. restricted to the surface. This 

correction is essentially a correction corresponding to improved electron wave 

functions. The .intranuclear effects of the electron penetrating the nucleus 

are accounted for only in an average way by the model of Shy et aL 2  restrict 

ing the currents to the surface of the nucleus. The correction is, however, 

This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

*3fOn leave from University of Lund, Lund, Sweden. 
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of real importance, and recent experimental evidence on Mlconversion coeffi-

cients agrees better with the latter theoretical values. 3  

Church and Weneser 1  have further suggested that anomalous, model-

dependent conversion coefficients may occur for retarded Ml transitions if one 

takes into account the distribution of ..currents throughout the nuclear volume. 

They have c.onsidered contributions to the intemal conversion arising from 

integrals over the electron density within the nuclear volume, and they have 

shown that terms of this intranuclear contribution may obey certain selection 

rules in various approximate nuclear quantum numbers, which selection rules may 

be different or less restrictive than the selection rules governing both photon 

emission and the or.dinary (electron  outside the nucleus) internal-conversion 

contributions. Thus, if a transition is forbidden by the ordinary selection 

rules and is highly retarded but an .intranuclear contribution to internal con-

version is allowed, the conversion coefficient may be anomalous. There is an 

experimental case of an anomalous Ml conversion coefficient in TalSl, which we 

shall refer to later. 

It has been known for some time that L-subshell conversion ratios for 

the 60-key transition to ground in Np237  were not in agreement with theoretical 

values. 5  More recently, evidence has been collected for other El transitions 

in the heavy region. (cf, Asaro, Stephens, Hollander and Penman ) Some 

transitions exhibit.L 	conversion coefficients in agreement with the 

theoretical values of :Rose while others (notably the 85-key transition to 

ground in Pa 
231 ) exhibit anomalously large L 1  and L11  conversion coefficients. 

Many of the loenergy El transitions of odd-A sphero Ldal nuclei have rates 

measurable by fast-coincidence techniques (T . 10 sec), and are thus greaUy 

retarded from single-proton lifetime formula estimates. 

From simple qualitative considerations one might suspect that intra-

nuclear contributions to the internal conversion may be responsible for the 

anomalous El conversion coefficients for s 
1/2 

 and p112  electrons. In order 

for such special contributions to he at all competitive, a necessary cofldition 

is that neither the initial nor final electron wave function be vanishingly 

small within the nuclear volume. Terms involving both. iniia1 and final 

electron states with j 1/2 (i.e., s 1,2  or pl/2),would  seem more likely to 
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give anomalous intranuclear contributions than would terms involving j 1  or 

> 1/2. 

Table I lists the continuum states available for internal con ersion 

from various bound states for different multipolarities. 

Table I 

Allowed continuum states for internal conversion 

Multipolarit•y 
bound .state 	El 	 Ml 	 E2 	 M2 

S11 2 	 pl/2p3/2 s 1/213/2 	
d3/2) d5/2 	 p312 ,f51 2  

P1/2 	. 	 S1/ 2 d3/ 2 	P1/2P3/2 	p312f512 	 d3125 d51 2  

s1125 d312 ,d512  P1/2 P3/2 f5/ 2  P1/2iP3/2f5/2f7/2 	s112,.d312,d5129g712 

The combinations where anomalous intranuclear terms might have the best 

chance of being significant are those with j. 	j1 = 1/2, namely, El and Ml 

conversion of s112 (K,L1 ) and p112 (L11 ).èlectrons. 

In the sections following there is given an elementary theory of the 

anomalous electric dipoe cnversion coefficients and an examint.ion of its 

implications. Comparison with experimental data is made, and the strong points 

and shortcomings of the theory discussed. 

THEORY OF TJtE ANOMALOUS TERMS ]J . THE. El CONVERSION PROCESS 

The probability for the ejection of an electron by the process of 

internal conversion is proportional to the matrix element U j  12  (in a 
perturbation approximation). ,W.ei..ithit ourselves here to internal conversion 

acompanying.El gamma radiation and write,' 8  in direct analogy with the treat- 

ment given forIVfl. internal conversion .coeffiients:(.héreaf€e' referred to as ICC)in Ref. 

Uf .(El) . z 
[joo 

 dT 1f
* 
 0(h1) 	J0 

re d 
	Ø * o(i 1 ) 3. + 

MO 	 (1) 
r 

f dT 	 •0(h1) 	
jfl 

dTe 	•Oe(j1) Vj} 
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Here '4' and $, respectively, are the electrn and nucleon wave functions. The 

integration over the nucleon coordinates 
1e  dr implies a complete angular in-

tegration over the angles of the nucleon position but an integration in the 

radial coordinates r only out to the radius of the electron r . The first 

term thus accounts for the case when the electron. is outside the nucleon. The 

second term represents the reversed situation in which the electron is inside 

the nucleon radius. 

The nuclear operator is 

o(j 1 ) = 1W 	[rj1(Wr)] 	l-M' 

where j 1 (Wr) is the regular spherical Bessel function and W the energy of the 

gamma ray (for a more complete account of the derivations leading up to Eq. (13) 

see Ref. 8.) The quantity 0(i 1 ) is rather independent 9  of the assumed inter-

action of the nucleon with the transverse photon field provided (a) that the 

assumed interaction is linear in the electromagnetic field, (b) that it is 

gauge-invariant, (c) that the long-wave length limit is approached. (i.e.,Wr<< i). 

The electron operator is 

0(j 1 ) = [1W 	(rj1) 	r  w
2L 1] 	l -M' 	 (3) 

where j as before is a function of Wr. The matrix a is defined. as 
1 	 r 

- 

ar lO) r  

This expression (3) is derived on the basis that the interaction of the 

electron with the transverse photon field is 

H = -ea 
e 	e 

I.Ol\ where the matrix a = jo. 

( 1k) 

The quantities On(hi)  and e) 
 are obtained from Eq. (2) and (3) 

by everywhere replacing j 1  by h1, the Hankel functionof the first kind, 

corresponding to an outgoing wave. 
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Equation (i) may be conveniently rewritten as 

Uf1(El) 	UO dT f* 0(h1)r. ! 	n 

+o(h1)$ 

'CO 

	f  o(i1) 	fo dT 	
elj 

The first term in E. (5) now corresponds to the "point nucleus" case, 

i.e.•, it is the only surviving term if we let the nucleus shrink to a point. 

The other two terms represent "finite sIze" corrections to this limiting 

situation. 

As the angular functiors are Identical in the corresponding .operators 

for all three terms, it is easily shown that the "partial' 1  conversion coeffi 

cient corresponding to ejection of a bound electron in .state Y into the free 

state 1< is 

a, (E) = &, i + xI 2 	 (6) 

where &, is the partial conversion coefficient corresponding to a point 

nucleus, as far as nuclear matrix elements are concerned (and thuá corresponds 

to the case in which only the first term in (5) is retained). Calculating 

one should, strictly speaking, use electron wave functions adjusted for 

the finite extension of the central charge. In the qualitative considerations 

employed in the following, values of either Shy or Rose are suffIciently 

accurate, even though neither strictly corresponds to our definition .of 

The term ?. of Eq. (6) is defined as 

<'IO(h1 )S(r,j 1 ) - 0 0 1 )S(r,h1 )JI') 	
(1) 

where 
	('ft 0 01)1I I'> 	S( , hL) 

S(r,j1) = j rdr 1W
2rj1(fg 	

gf,) +[(r 1 )] (ff,+ggf )I 
(8) 
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In Eq. (8) it is assumed that the expansion of j 1 (Wr) is employed, with only 

the leading term retained. Under this condition, Wr << 1, the secon4 of the 

terms in -Eq. (8) -is dominant1 In Eq. (7) the "double-bar tt  matrix element 

(reduced matrix element) is employed in the usual definition. (The quantities 

I' and i in the bra- and ket-vector,s of Eq (7) ieally denote all quantum 

numbers necessary to represent initial and final state, apart from the spacial 

projection m1  of the total angular momentum). 

The expression S(r,h1 ) is -obtained from Eq. (8) by employing h1  

instead of j1.  Furthermore S(oo,h1.) corresponds to 

Finally the total conversion coefficient 	(i.e., respectively a, 

aLI 
,.a 	,- etc.) is defin:ed as 

a,. 	 (9) 

The electron wave functions f and g ("small" and 'large" components 

of the Dirac electron wave functions) have now to be estimated. 

In the •interior of the nucleus one may assume an eleetrostatic 

potential corresponding to a homogeneous charge distribution, 10 ' 11  

eZ r 	/r\2I v(r) 	-: L - \)  
where R is -the nuclear radius. In this potential, which is finite at the 

origin, zone may find series expansions in r of f and g.. The amplitude of 

the leading term is determined by matching at the nuclear boundary with the 

external solution. The leading terms are only weakly dependent on the parti-

cular shape of the in.terior potential assumed. 

- For 	and L11  conversion one would expect the main contribution to 

the structure-dependent terms to originate fromtransitions )' = -1 to ) = 1 

(i.e., s112-p112 ) and x' = 1 to 	-1 (i.e., p1,,, 2  -*s112 ),respectively, -. 

(The wave functions corresponding to these states have the largest amplitudes 

at the nuclear surface). Indeed, these are the leading ..contributios, although 

they are considerably weakened.owing to a particular cancellation, discuss -ed 

in the following paragraphs. 

(10) 
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-. We employ the following internal expansions, treating as an example 

the case s112-p112 . 

= 	+... [Evt(0)l] t r  + 	..., 	(fla) 

= -1; 	'/ g =9XI 	+ 	•••, (ub) 

f .. (lie) ,• 

( 	ç= 1;  p11 2 ) 

g 	
.= +... 

JJ .[.E-v(.0)+i]r + 	. 	., (lid) 
X 

where use has been made of theDii'ac equation to determine the relation between 

and 

Retaining terms to leading order only and neglecting terms of order j 

(vali.d .for trsition ..energies much less than the electron rest mass), we 

obtain by substitution into Eq. (8) the expression 

ff 	+ gg 	r 	
[1 + v'(Q)- v(0)] +  ... , 	 (12) 

wher.e units rn =1 = c =1 are assumed throughout. Thus R is the nuclear 

radius in units of the electron Compton wave length, and v'(0) and v(0) are 

the initial and final values of the electrostatic potential at the origin. 

The two terms on the left side of (12) are opposite in sign and very nearly 

of equal magnitude i.Thiess there is a.large change in effective potential at 

the origin duriig the transition. Assuming, e.g., a homogeneous charge dis-

tribution over a spheroid of constant volume butvarying eccentricity, the 

potential at the origin depends on the eccentricity parameter 6 (excess of 

major axis over minor axis) as 

v(0) (o) (1 - 	
6
2 ) 	 (13) 

If thus the nucleonic transition associated with the ;conersion process 

changes the equilibriumdeforrnation from. 	0.3 to E =0.2, v(0) change.s by 

approximately 2%, i.e., by l Mev in the heavy-element region. It is quite 

possible that other effects may also tend to lift this cancellation. 
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Employing the expansions of Eq.s. (lla-d).one arrives at the following 

simplified expression for the corrected conversion coefficient 

2 

	

M 1c 
1 C 	x 

) 	 ) 

' w3/ 

Here ao 	is the normal- "point nucleus" partial -conversion coefficient 

defined previously; e is the phase of the integralS(,b), whichenters 

into the expression for.& 1  as the absolute value squared.. These phases have 

not been published, but we estimate, for low-energy transitions, 5 .± 

(i.e.) s(,h.L) almost purely imaginary) for El as well as for Ml conversion. 

The phase problem for the Ml case has been previously discussed by Church and 

Weneser. 	Here W is the transition 'energy in units of inc 2 ; C, is a factor 

depending on the change of electrostatic potential at the origin brought about 

during the transition; xis a real quantity, the ratio of two nuclear matrix 

elements, 	
(111r 3  Y111t> 

(ijr .YIlI'> 
(15) 

where r is expressed in units of 	appropriate to the nucleon wave 
MW 

functions of .Nilsson, 12  where the basic energyW of the nuclear oscilltor 

potentials employed in.Ref, 12 is given as 80 A
-l?3  in units of mc . The 

correction term in.Eq (14) can thus be expectéd.to be almost purely real for 

low-energy transitions. Firthermore, for nuclei in the heavy-element region 

and for gamma-ray energies less than "100 key the estimates of M 	of Table 

II may be employed. The accuracy of 'the valus of .M 1  depend on the accuracy 

wi.th which 	and g. may be estimated. 

Values of these latter quantities may be obtained for bound states 

from the diagrams of Brysk and ,Rose 13  based on calculations that allow for 

screening and the finite size extension of the central nuclear charge. The 

tables of..Reitz have supplied valis of the fre-electron wave functions. 

A more detailed discussion On this point is found in Ref. 8. 

It is clear that the calculated 	of Table II are not very exact 

but should be sufficiently accurate for semiquantitative estimates of the 

conversion anomalies. 

(l 1i) 
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Table II 

Values of and
CX)V for Z . 	91 and low energies 

Shell InitIal iFinal .M 1 x106  

K is12  + v t (0);Y(0) 

P3/ 2  1 

p1,, 2  -2.1 1 + v'(0)-v(0) 

p3 1 2  1.6 1 

L11  2p11 2 	. S11 2  -1.9 1 + v(0)-v(0) 

d312  0.1 1 

2p312 
s 1/2 

1. . 

d 	* 3/2 
-- - 

* 
In these cases the .leading anomalous conversion operator is of the 

type rY1; the ,coeffic.iet corresponding to 	is however, so small 

that the anomalous contributions to these terms may be safely neglected. 

Let us examine the implications of the simple theory, as expressed in 

Eqs. (14) and (is) and in.Thble II. The conversion.coefficents for K, L 1 , 

and..L11 .(i...e.,. s 112  and p11 2 ) electrons in this formulatiOn are function,s of 
two parameters--the matrix element ratio x,.defined in Eq.. (15),  and the 

correction factor cu ,, which depends on the e1ectrosttic potential change0 

However, the.L111  conversion coefficient is essentially a function of x only. 

For a typical heavy-element case 	. 91, W = .0.17) an x value of about 400' 

to 600 should give rise to a second.term in Eq. (13) of order 0,1, causing the 

partial-conversion coefficient for p / - sl/2 transitions to increase or 
1 decrease by 20%,. . depending on the relative signs of x and e .. . For .v (o) = 

v(0) the theory predicts anomalies in the L1  and •L11  subshells only slightly 

great;er than that in the L 111  .subshell.. 
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• 	The correction factor CXX, theoretically will usually differ for 

and p11 2  electrons. As v'(.0)-v(0) is increased from zero, C, increases from 
unity for s11 2  and decreases from unity for p11 2 , and in the limit of very 
large potential change C 	will be nearly .of equal magnitude but of opposite 

sign for s111 2  and p11 2  electrons. In the next section we attempt some com-
parison .with. experiment. 

The nuclei in which the anomalous cases occur lie in the region of 

.sphroid.al nuclei. Thus, one may expect selection rules inX.and to a lesser 

extent in N. n, A, and E to be applicable to transition-matrix. elements. The 

K-selection ries as applied to beta .and gamma transitions have been frequently 

discussed elsewhere. The N, n , A, t selection rules have also been applied 
15,16 	- 	.16,17 18 19 

successfully to beta ' 	and gamma 	' ' 	transitions previously,, although. 

they are not generally as restrictive as the K-selection rules.. 

As has been pointed out, the N quantum number should properly not be 

ealled an asynptotic quantum number as it is not dependent on the assumption 

of a very large deformation.. 2.0  The .evidene from Ref. 20 and from .th.e studie.s 

by Hoffman and Dropesky 
21  on the K-capture .of. 237 	237 Pu 	to Np 	may suggnst that 

a breaking of the selection rule in ji is associated with a quantitatively 

somewhat greater hindrance than in n and A. 

Let .us now consider the selection rules in K .and 'in N, n , A, and E 

for the matrix elements (rY1 ) glying rise to anomalous El conversion .contri-

•buti.ons. 

If the matrix element of rY1 is weakened by K-forbiddenness (>i), 

then this is also th case for r 3Y1 , which, has the same K-se1etion rule. 

However, the severe nuclednic selection rules that hinder El transitions, to 

some extent accounted for by the asymptotic selection rules inN, nz, A, and 

are relaxed for rY1 . 

Tables III and IV list the appropriate selection rules.. For C . -1 

the selection rules are obtained by changing signs. in the . A and. 	columns. 
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Table III 

Selection rules for radiative El transitions (z rYim) 

ZK Operator 
.
Lsn 

1 x+iy ±1 • 0 1 0 ,  

0 z +1 0 0 

-1 -1 

Table IV 

Selection rules for anomalous El conversion..(Z rY ) un m 

ZX Operator 

(x+±y)(x+y 2 ) t1,±3 .0 

(x±iy)z2 .. 	 ±l 0 

+2 .1 0 

-2  
2 ±l,+3 ±1 

±1 5 -3 —í 

0 . ';O '0 . _____ 

z. 	' "±1' +1 	' 

+3 +3 

—3. 
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NUCLEAR-STRUCTURE CORRECTIONS QR . CONVERSION .COFFICIENTS. 

The case: of magnetic dipole K-shell ICC is treated in Ref. ii- by 

Church and.Weneser. -For the purpos.e of the survey of empirical data below 

we rewrite the fInal formulae of that reference. To preserve the analogy 

with the.El case, Eq.. (1)4.), we express r in the units of nuclear dimensions 

employed in Eq. (114). We obtain for the K-shell partial ICC (denoted 
0 4 

pxxty and leading to the free .s 112  state, i.e., '  =.-i, ) 

(1 + 	l' 	
(16) 

where 	 <11r2  (2+ 2xu) - r(.r)II) 	
(17) x= 

and where the va]ne of the eonstant N1 -i may be obtained from Eq. (6) of 

Ref. 4. Furthermore, Church andWeneser, on the.basis of available Ml 

partial ICC s, 	rewrite the correction. in terms of the total ICC. In 

the notation of the present paper (adopted for the use of the nucleonic wave. 

functions of Ref. 12). Their result may be rew±dtt,en 

{i+ x N 1 
2 	 (18) 

K 	•K 

The step between.E.qs. (16) and (18) (or.Eqs. (6) and (7) in Ref. 14) 

appears to invoke the approximating assumption of 

The constant :l\IK  in Eq. (18) is given as 

NK.=.C(Z.,W)'R2. 	 (19) 

The energy involved in the transition is denoted.W as before (k in Ref. ii-), 

Val.ue.s of the constantC(Z,W) are tabulated in.Ref. ii-. . The nuclear radius 

is to be expressed in the units above (for A Ad,230PIR : 3). For W < mc 2  the 

factors NK  take on the values listed in Table V; for more accuracy Table I 

of:Ref. 14 should be used for.C(Z,W). It should be noted that if Slivts 

values are used for 	and 	-1 it is appropriate to replace x by (c-R2 ) 5  

as pointed out In Ref. ii... The same holds tru'e for the El case. . As large 

values of x are required for the transition to be detected as anomalous, 

this correction term to x is negligible, however, 
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Table V 

Values of N forK conversion.and.W <mc 2 

The numbers in parentheses denote powers of 10 

Z 	 70 	 85 	 100 

K 	
,2 to 3(-3) 	.I3) 	7 to 8(-3) 

It is thus found that the quantity N characterzing he anomalous 

corrections to the Ml ICC, is in general much larger than the corresponding 

quantity for.El transitions MXt 
w_3/2 & 1/2 (see Eq. (1 1 ); the correction 

there is, however, expressed in terms of the partial icc). For exanle, in 

the experimentally interesting case of the .84-kev El..transition,in Pa231 , the 

latter quantity corresponding to the partial ICC al 	of L1  conversion. 
(connecting the .hound.electron state2s 

lj 
/
2 	 1/ 
with the free state p /

2 
 ) equals 

2 ,x 10 . (For the purely ypothetial case of .Konyersion of the same 

energy we would have twice this value.) If the theoretically undetermined 

factor 	were of the order l .the nuciear-stricture deviations in ICC would 

be expected to be observed in El first for transitions that were 100 to 1000 

times as hindered as Ml transitions showing anomalous conversion. however, 

there seems to be some experimental indication that cx , indeed .is of order 

10, in which case the difference between El and I'EL in this respect is less 

important. 

Church and..Weneser gave three categories of hindered Ml transitiOns 

in which anomaljes might be observable, and to them may be added the fourth, 

category of transitions in strongly deformed nuclei,.transition.s for whch 

there is hindrance in N. n,  A, or E. 

In Table VI we give the ' tasyinptotic" selection rules for Ml radiation 

and in Table VII the selection rules for the anomalous Ml conversion operator. 

As with Tables III and IV, the selection rules are only for +1 and 0, and 

the corresponding rules for LK -1 are obtained by changing sis in the M 

and LZ columns. 
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Table VI 

Selectionxul~es for radiative 'a transitions 

	

AK. 	Operator 	IM 	 Inn - 

0. 	0 	 0 	1 
+ 

0 	 •±l 	1 	0 
+ 

	

0 	 Cs 	 .0 	 0 	 0 	0 
z 

z 	
0±2 	.0 	0 	0 

.Thble VII 
Selection rules for anomalous 	-conversion contribution 

" r 	 2 	 - 1 
e'i(.+ 2lLg)r -()j 

	

AK 	. Operator 	L1V 	 LIU - 

2 	 'o 

(c2-+y2.) .0,±2 0 0 1 

z  2  L 1 0 [+2 

(x±y2 .)-L O.,±2 ±1 l 0 

(x+iy) 2 ci 0,±2 0 2 -1 

(x+iy)z.a 0,+2 +1 1 0 

(o,-2 

0 	z2L (+2 ±2 0 .0. 
z 

or 0 .0 

1-2 -2 - 

. 	2 
(x 

2 
.+y )L 

,(x+y 	) . 	 . 

.0 0 0 
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Table VII ( cont.td.,) 

	

LK 	Operator 	N 	Ln 

(x+iy)zci 	0,+2 	4-i 	1 	-1 

	

1O,-2 	-1 5 

	

0 	(x-iy)za+ 	[0 31+2 	+1 	-1 

	

(0,-2 	-1 .) 

za 1+2 +2 z 
1O 0 0 	0 

-2 

QUALITATIVE SYS'ITIIVIATIZATION OF COIWERSION-COEFFICIENT ANOMALIES 

The occurrence in the 60-kevEl transition.of Np237  of L-subshell 

ICC s in disagreement with Rose s theoretical value.s has been pointed out by 

ilollander et al. 5  L-subhell conversion coefficients have been studied for 

El transitions in neighboring isotopes, and some are found to be anomalous 

(notably 85-key El in Pa231 ), whereas others are normal. The experimental evi-

denc.e in the .heavy region is detailed in a forthcoming paper by Asaro, Stephens, 

Hollander, and Penman. .Vartapetian 22 ' 23  has reviewed lifetime and conversion-

coefficient data for }'fl and El transitions and has made the general observation 

for the heavy element El's that the more delayed transitions usually exhibit 

conversIon coefficients higher than theoretical for El and requiring more M2 

admixture than is reasonable for explanation in many cases. Vartapetian 

suggests that the anomalies may be due to nuclear-'tructure effects not treated 

by the Rose or Shy theoretical calculations, 

.We now wish to make a brief survey of experimental conversion-

coefficient data for El and Ml transitions in the principal two regions of 

spheroidal nuclear deformation. It is beyond the scope of this paper to 

analyze exhaustively the experimental evidence. We confine our cases to 

those in which a lifetime •or limit is known and exclude from consideration 

thoecases for which only a single conversion coefficient is known and .in 

which there is no independent evidence bearing on possible quadrupole 

admixture. 
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The .si.nle theoretical.treatment exhibited in the first section of 

this paper predicts (a) that significant anomalies should appear only in.tran-

sitions highly hindered from the single-particle transition value, (h) that 

when such hindrance is attributable to violation of the K-selection rule, 

anomalies shduld not be appreciable, and .(c) that anomalies should be favored 

f or transitions in which the anomalous operator is allowed by ttasymptotictt 

selection rules. The relevant experimental cases are sunmarized briefly in 

Tables VII through XI in inverse order of retardation from the single-particle 

transition rate, The cases are discugsed individually in the Appendix. 

Separate tables are given for K-forbidden and K-allowed cases. Altogether 

there are four certain and four probable anomalous El cases and one certain 

.Nl case. 

Concerning the first of the three general theoretical predictions 

enumerated above we see, indeed, that all the clear cases of anomalies occur 

for ransitions retarded .from single-particle rates by factors of 1.5 x lO 

or more. 

Concerning the second, we see that except for the exceedingly retarded 
180m  Hf 	case, normal conversion coefficients are found in K-forbidden .cases 

even though the retardation may be as large as lO or more. 

Concerning the third theoretical prediction, that asyitotic quantum-

number selection rules for the anomalous operator are valid, there is some 

uncertainty. At the outset it should be borne in mind that violation of 

selection rules inn4I E is found to result, on the average, in retardation 

of only one order of magnitude in beta decay. 15  It has been suggested that 

cases such as those in Tables VIII and •X owe their retardation to violation of 

tbese selection rules, although the especially high retardation .of El transi.-

t.ion associated with the removal of almost all the oscillator strength to the 

giant-resonance region ofèxcitations seems to indicate some higher-order 

cancellation of matrix elements, in addition. 

(Violation of the selectIon rules mE and A in El transitions is (for 

the normal cases . .= l)also associated with a violation n. One may possibly 

make the distinction, however, as to the order of forbiddenness in n alone.) 

What the theory of anomalous ICC would lead .us to seek is separate ' tthreshold" 

values of retardation above whi..h transitions would show anomalies (of greater 
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Table IX 
Survey of K-forbidden El transitions 

• Gamma Retardation Conversion-coefficient 
Nucleus energy (key) 	factor observations 
11f180m 57.6 1015  8.or 9 L-subshell pattern 

• anomalous with L1 too b.gh 

Hf178m 88.8 2xl01 8 or 9 Total conversion coeff. 
normal for El within 	20%. 

Pu 239 316 9.4x108 3 a normal 

334 8. lixlO 3 • 	normal 

Re 382 2xlO 2 normal 

Table •X 

Survey of Nl transitiors not K-forbidden 

Asyiuptotic classification for 
Gamma 	 rad, 	anomalous Conversion coeffidrit 
energy Retardation Probable state 	trans. ICC op. 	observations 

Nucleus 	(key) 	factor 	assiament,s 	<4I-L) r 

Tal8l 	Ii82 	2.6x106 	 +[104 	h 

Np23T 	208 	1.3xl0 	 f [5 2lJ 	fr5231 h 

high by factor of 
2 to 10 

u N5±10% 

 normal 
 of Shy theo.) 

_ Eu153 	102 	5x102 	 3 	 [413] h 	u 	a normal

(82±10% of Shy theo ) 

Table • XI 
Survey of K-forbidden Pa transitipns 

Ganmia Retardation .Coriversion-coeffidient 
Nucleus 	energy (key) 	factor I LKJ observations 

Tth169 	178 5 X 10 3 normal (or slightly high) 

199 5 x 10 3 1 G4 	normal 

Pu 
239 	

277.9 6.0 x I0 2 • 	normal 	•: 

228.2 4 .7 x 10 2 •a 	normal 

209.7 9 x 103  2 •a 	normal (or low) 
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than, say,. 50%): one threshold for transitions with unhindered .anomious 

operators and another higher threshold for transitions hindered in this 

operator. There is also a .theoetical dependence .of:the anomalous ICC on 

atomIc .numr. Nubrinal values exhibiting this dependence for NI have been 

given by church and Weneser,) and a simiar dependence is expected for El 

(Our:Table .11 gives only values of .M, for :Z 91.) 

Among the El cases in Table VIII all examples of transitions unhindered 

in .r .Y1  are anomalous with the probable exception of the 26-key in Pa , so 

we may presume the threshold retardation is about 10. It is somewhat surpris-

ing that the actor by which these examples are anomalous does not vary more, 

in view of the variation in retardation factor from 5 x .1O5  to 6 x 10 
8. 

Perhaps in some cases of high retarthtlon there is a change of configuration 

involving nuôleons other than the odd.one, and such, rearrangement 'would decrease 

the anomalous-conversion matrix element classed as unhindered. Of the Table 

VIII heavy-element cases hindered in r 3Y , the 60- and .26-kevNp237  transitions 

at 3 x 10 retardation show anomalies while in Am 	at a retardation < 2 x .10 

(pth presumably the .aame proton states as the•.Np 
237

60-key) the .1CC 1 s are 

normal. In the rare earth region the El •cases of Table VIII .are all hindered 

in '3Y , and .just one of them, Lu177  at 5 x  10  retardation )  shows a possibl 

anomaly. The other four cases with retardation ranging down .from 1.4 x 10 

to.< 9 x 10 are all normal. The threshold for anomalies in .these .Tthu  .case.s 

.seeims around 10 in the 	
6 heavy region and 10 in the rare -earth region,. There 

is no evident difference in threshold for the cases hindered in rY 1 , and the 

unhindered cases, Probably the scatter In magnitudes of matrix elements is 

greater than the average separation of the htt  and- tfu ll  groups, but more 

experimental cases will be needed to establish, the point. 

All three Da isomers of.Table.X are unhindered in the anomalous 

operator, and they indicate a threshold retardation somewhere between  2 .x .10 

and 106.  The cases designated.normalU  show 	values somewhat lower than 

.the Shy theoretical values, but the unretarded . transitions probably 

generally exhibit such slightly lower value.s according -to the analysis of 

.Wapstra and .I'Tijgh..3 
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MORE DETAILED COMPARISONS OF THEORY AIJD EXPERIMENT 

The simple theory of Church and Weneser for anomalous Ml conversion 

and the corresponding theory for El. given in this paper, together with con-

siderations of selection rules in the quantum nuithers of deformed ruclel, have 

provided .a basis for some systematization of the occurrence of anomalous con-

version coefficients0 It is next of interest to see if the simple theories are 

also capable of quantitative explanation of the anomalies0 

In order to make really quantitative comparisons for El conversion it 

would be necessary to have theoretical, partial-conversion coefficients (i.e., 

how nrch of El conversion of S 1,, 2  goes to p112  and how much to p312)  and 

phases for the normal-conversion matrix elements, and these quantities have 

not been published0 Nevertheless, in a particular case of exceedingly large 

deviations from the normal values of the ICC's we are relatively independent 

of a knowledge of these partial values0 The experimental L 1, L11, and L111  

coefficients for the 85-key transItion in Pa 231  are 1.32, 0.8, and O.Oi-7, 

respectively, and. .Rose'.s theoretical values are 0.063, 0.042, and 0.037o 
As Is readily evident, the experimental ratios cannot be explained 

solely by M2 adniixture* . (CtM2 .96, 8., 29.2) but some M2 admixture 

cannot at present be excludeth 

One might attempt to test the theory (cf. Eqs. (lii.) and (15) and Table 

II) by examining first any anomaly of the L111  subshell conversion, which should 

depend only on x, the ratio of 'nuclear matrix elements. This procedure in-

volves several difficulties: first, there is experimental uncertainty of at 

least 50% in the value; second, the relative partial-conversion coefficients 

to s 1/2'  d32  and d52 
 final 'states are not known to us; third, it cannot be 

excluded that the entire small increase of experimental L 111-conversion coeffi-

cient over theory could be due to a small M2 admixture (0.03%).  This admixture 

corresponds to an M2 half life of 4 x lO sec. which is 10 times as long as the 

single-proton estimate, but still probably not long enough to be consistent 

with the fact that the M2 transition between the single-particle states assigned 

is classified as hindered. Depending upon which fraction of the total normal 

* Provided. M2 IS not anomalous, 
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L111  internal conversion goes to final state s 112 (with which latter transition 

almost all the anomalous conversion is associated), the upper limit on xrnay 

be put between 5 x 10 (0%) and 2 x io.(i00%). (If we assume the fraction 

to be, e.g., 1/2, the upper limit .on x from the experimentalL 	ICC may beIII 
put at 1.5 x 10 .) This upper limit corresponds to the hypothetical case 

(somewhat improbable in view of other empirical L 111  cases) that the correc-

tion term is almost twice as large as the normal term but enters with opposite 

sign. 

The experimental L 1  and 	.ICCTs depend both on the structure para- 

meter x and on .0 	. Because they are an order of magnitude ( 20) larger
XX  

than the normal values, the analysis is rather independent of a knowledge of 

the partial.ICC 1 s,&. We may rewrite.Eq. (14) in the form 

= E I Fao 	- ie 	w_3/2 M 1  c, x 2, 	 (20) 

It is then apparent that in these particular cases a 	 may be neglected, and
XXI 

from the empirical values of.aL1  and  aL11  for the Pa231  case considered, we 

obtain the relations 

Ix 1 2  (0.37 + 0.63 C 	) 	8.2 x 108 , 	 ( 21) 

xI2C2 -11 	 10x108 . 	 ( 22) 

From the anaJysis of the L111  conversion we had 

1x12 
<QlQ8 	 (23) 

In the most elementary form of the theory [q. (14) and Table II] 

would be unity, corresponding to no change in electrostatic potential at the 

center of the nucleus and to a correspondingly high degree of cancellation of 

the two terms on the left of Eq. (12) With the uncertainty of our values of 

with both 	unity mad, in addition, the uncertainty introduced by 

neglecting the contribution from the normal terms• In Eq. (20), we cannot 

entirely exclude a solution 	3 x 10 and 	1 to Eqs. (21) and (22). 

This x is somewhat larger than what is allowed by the inequality (23). The 

upper limit of this inequality corresponds in turn to a somewhat improbable 
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case that the anomalous amplitude for L111  conversion .enters with twice the size 

of the normal contribution, and with the opposite sign. The limit is further-

more lowered if part of the L111  conversion is due to M2 radiation. 

Furthermore, we have calculated the single-particle value of the 

matrix element < r 3i1> for the state assignments of Table VIII, using the 

wave functions of.  Ref. 12.in the so-called asymptotic approximation represent-

ing an approximate solution to the potential of Ref. 12 in the limit of large 

defoimations. Using the empirical value oni <rY 1> Ifrom the gamma lifetime, 

we obtain Ix 	1100. The asymptotic approximation in particular and any 
single-particle wave function in general obtained from .a simple model is more 

likely to overestimate than underestimate the value of < r 3Y1>. However, a 

possible enhancement of x might result from a collective octupole deformation 

of the nucleus. An enhancement by a factor of 20 seems, however, excessive 

It seems more probable that the true physical situation is more nearly 

represented by a solution of relations (21)423) with an xof the order of the 

estimated single-particle value and large factors C. On a naive basis one 

may insert the expressions of Table II for 	and solve Eqs. (21) and (22) 

in terms of xand the' quantity Iv'(0) - v(0)], i.e., the change of depth of 

the electrostatic potential. (One may notice that this quantity enters with 

a different sign in C 	 andC 11 .) The quantity [vt(0) - v(0)] is then given
1-1 

by the ratio between Eqs. (21) and (22), i.e., [vT(0) - v(0)] is related essen-

tially to the ratio L 1/L11 . Of the two solutions to the new relation so ob-

tained, one •correspon.ds to a .very small value of lvt(0) - v(0)) and requires 

the large x value already discussed and evaluated as improbable for other 

reasons. The other solution corresponding .to a large value of J v' (o) - v(0) , 

of the order of 10 Mev or more, is very sensitive to the exact ratio of the 

right sides of Eqs. (21) and (22). In view of the fact that the normal con-

version ampli'udes are neglected in comparison with the anomalous ones (the 

latter being only five times as large) and furthermore in view of the 

uncertainty of the estimate of 	the numbers on the right-hand sides of 

Eqs. (21) and (22) cannot be considered very accurate. The solution corres-

ponding to I vt(0) - v(0)>> 1 is, however (in contrast to the other solution), 

very sensitive to the value of the ratio discussed. We can then mainly con- 

clude that 	seems to be of order 10, and x of the order of the single- 
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particle estimate or somewhat larger. 

In summary, we can assign values to the two parameters <.r 3Y1  > and 

v'(0) - v(0) to give a consistent explanation of the three L-subshefl 

coefficients in the Pa 231  case, and.such that the actual value . of the matrix 

element <r 3Y1  > is not inconsistent with reasonable single-particle values 

However, the magnitude of vt(0) - v(0) required seems quite excessive. This 

shortcoming of the elementary theory clearly calls for refinements and con-

sideration of effects in addition to the change in the electrostatic potential, 

which would tend to lift the cancellation in Eq. (12). The anomalous internal-

conversion interaction takes place wholly within the nuclear volume (i.e., at 

short distances), and it would not be surprising if vacuum polarization or 

higher-order radiative corrections were significant. It is believed, for 

example, that such corrections are siificant in calculation of x-ray fine-

structure energy levels.2k  Another effect that might tend to remove the s 1/2 

pl/ 2  cancellation in the "unperturbed" electron wave functions would result 

from a large change in the state of magretization throughout the nuclear volume. 

	

The probably anomalously converted 29-key transition in Pa 	dis- 

cussed by Vartapetian (where possibly the same orbitals are associated with 

the transition as in .Pa 231 ) presents a difficulty of a quantitative kind for 

this elementary theory, as this transitipn is only 1/100 as hinderd as the 

84-kev transition in Pa • In view of possible experimental difficulties in 

conversion coefficient measurements at such low energis, further work on the 

ICC and subshell ratios is important. 

It is interesting to note the pattern af L-subshell anomalies .for the 

El cases of Tab16 VIII where such information is known .(the 85-key transition 

of Pa231 , the 60-key and 26-key transitions of Np 237, and the 106-key of Pu239 ). 

In no case is the L 111  subshell definitely anomalous, although it may be •about 

30% too high in Pa 231 . (This may be interpreted as strong support for the 

argument of C I >> 1). In Pa231 , the most striking case, the L and LTT  sub- XX 	219  shells are equally enhanced by a factor of 20. In Np 	andPu 	the 

enhancement is more modest, and is greater in the L11  subshell than in the L 1 . 

One may speculate on a possible effect on the K/L 1  ratio associated 

with the existence of large anomalous matrix elements but more directly deen-

dent on the phase of the normal-conversion amplitude, The K-as well as the 
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L1 -conversion involves initial s 1/2 
 states; the initial states, however, are 

characterized by different radial quantum numbers. The sign of S (co ) b1 ) 

(cf, Eq. (8)) determines-the phase of the "point charge" amplitudeW. 

As we have not performed the calculation of s(oo,bL)  we have no way of 

quantitatively estimating the effect; it seems, however, conceivable that the 

phase of this quantity may be greatly different .or the Kconvers ion and the 

L1 -conv.ersion, It is thus possible that in anomalous conversion the K and 

L1  ICCts could deviate in different directions. This effect may be thought 

of as a possible explanation of the anomalous K/L ratio reported for an El 

transition in W 	(see discuion Appendix). 

One might attempt a quantitative comparison also for some of. the Ml 

transitions. The case that lends itself most readily for such a comparison 

is the 480-kev Ml transition in .Ta 
181.  The Ml K-conversion coefficient 

obtained on the basis of the measured total ICC and angular correlation data, 

as discussed in.the.Appendix, is 0 , 5 as compared with Slivts value aK(IVJ1) 

0.06. Using Eq. (18) .  to fit the observed ICC, one may roughly estimate lxi 

1000 - 2000. 

Actually the approximation involve.d in the step between Eqs. (16) and (18) 

(i.e., betweenEqs. (6) and (i) of Ref. )--) seems to require that x.(or .) not 

47  be too large. This introducbs an additional error in .the estimate of the 

order  

l-1 + 

\J 
for large xvalues. Equation (18) thus underestimates x. 

A semitheoretical estimate of x is obtained by using the observed 

jartial Ml lifetIme to determine the absolute value of the normal Ml matrix 

element and the wave functions of Ref. 12 in the "asymptotic approximation" 

to determine the anomalous internal-conversion matrix element. This esti-

mate of x gives 
theo 

x 	5000. 

It is not disturbing .to find the theoretical anomalous conversion 

matrix element asmuch as a factor of five too large. IndEed, most single 
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particle theoretical matrix elements for gamma or beta transitions over-

estimate the experimental transition rates unless collective effects are 

important. 

It Is interesting to compare the Ta1  480-kev case just treated with 

the case of the 208kev Ml transition In Np2 o. Both transitions are hindered 

f or the radiative operator in the ' t asymptoti selection rules and unhindered 

in the same rules for the anomalous Iriternalconversion operator, but they 

differ in their experimental hindrance factors. This latter transition is 

hindered by a factor 10 , compared with 	
6 	 i8l 

10 for the Ta 	transition 

considered 

The experimental value of a. is 2.3, compared to Shy's theoretical 

value of 2.. This may be used to put a limit on expt,  With a deviation 

between theoretical and experimental c4 of, say, 10%, we have 

• 	 11expt < 10 

(excluding the unlikely case that the anomalous contribution is of twice the 

magnitude but opposite in sign to the normal term.) The semitheoretical value 

of x obtained by taking the absolute value of the "normal" matrix element from 

the gamma lifetime and calculating the anomalous matrix element from the wave 

function of Ref. 12 in the "asymptotic approximation" is 

t theo 50 

Again the single-particle estimate of x seems too high, but as dis- 
181 

cussed with the Ta 	case, this overestimation is not particularly disturbing. 

As a summary of the El and Ml cases treated quantitatively one may 

state that the anomalous terms Introduced, by Church and Weneser seem to account 

semi-quantitatively for the anomalous Ml case encountered and on the whole to 

be consistent with the cases of hindered Ml transitions In which no anomaly 

is found. As for the quantitative comparison of the anomalous El Internal-

conversion operator, the experimental effect seems somewhat greater than 

theoretically expected, and the large values of the correction factor CAi  
obtained by the attempted fitting of experimental data may probably more 

appropriately be considered an indication of higher-order effects, neglected 

in the treatment presented. here. 
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EFFECTS ON .MGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

A few words may be in order regarding the effects of ICC anomalies on 

angular-distribution experiments involving conversion electrons. Church and 

.Wene.ser have already ..iscussed the 	 transitions. For El .trsitions the s11 2  
electrons (K,L1 ) convert into p112  and p3,, 2  continuum states, and contributions  

to an1sbtrop' arise from the p 	 part and--more nporthn--from a p 11 2 -p31 2  
interference. In the normal case p11 2  and p32  occur in comparable amount, 

wheeas it is clear empirically from anomalous subshell ratios that the p 11 2  
final state is ger.erally most affected .and p 	very little. In a greatly3/2  
enhanced .K conversion, as is likely for the 267-key transition in Np , the 

.aniotropy in a conversion-line angular correlation would be depressed from 

normal, and the sign of the anisotropy might or might not be reversed from 

normal, depending on the relative phases of the normal and anomalous coniersion 

to p1, 2. states, . Angular-correlation experiments on .coiwersion electrons could 

•thus yield iue information on these relative phases.. 
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The cases in Table VIII in the heavy-element region Are thoroughly 

discus sed in the paper of Asaro et al., but other cases in Tables VIIIXI 

that need special discussion .are covered briefly here. 

Table VIII Cases (K.-Allowed.1) 

Lu177, 116 key 

The decay scheme of Yb
177 

 to Lu
177  has been studied by several groups 

25,26,27,28 
in recent years. 	 A prominent feature of the photon .spetrum is the 

1I6-kev gamma ray depopulating ,a state measured as having 1.2 x lO sec half 

iife.2526 The conversion coefficient was reported by .de Waard as 

a= 0.63 ± . 0.08 and .K/LM 
3526  On this basis he desiated the transition 

as 10% .M2 - 90% El, and Vartapetian 22  points out that this admixture requires 

M2 .±adiation of 1.3 times the sigle-particie rate. . From this observation one 

might suspect the ICC for El to be slightly high. However, Mize et al .

28 

 re-

measured 	for the 146-kev gamma and .st an upper limit .q< 0.4 5nd, using 

,de Waard's K/LM ratio, they set a limit .N2/El <.D,O1-. With this limit the M2 

comparative lifetime is quite similar to that in the analogo.ps transitions of 

396 key and 282 key in neighboring,LU175 , For the 282.-key transition the 

angular correlation measurements fix the M2/El ratio and lead to the conclu-

sion that .a for the El is probably nor,mai.28 We must conclude from..the 

present uncertain data that the 146-kav transition in Lu177  p.robab.ly  has a 

normal El conversion coefficient. Experimental work to resolve the disaee-

ment on .a and to establIsh L-subshall conversion rat.ios would be valuable. 

LU175 , 282 key 

Vartapetian 22,723 has measured the lifetime of the 396-key level from 

which this El transition .originates as (3.)4 ± 0.3) x 10 	sec. . Several 

studi.es293l on Yb175  have helped to establish the decay scheme, and a 

theoretical interpretation of some featurs has been given by Chase and 

..Wilets.. 35  

F±om the angular correlation work of Rkerlind .et al. 33  on the 282.-

113 cascade it is possible to determine the .El/M2 ratio of the 282-kev 

independently of its •conver.son coefficient. Assuming de Waard' s value of 

0.3 for the 113-key gamma (recent work .of Hatch et al. 34  gives E2/Nl  
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0.25,. in reasonable a.ement), one finds that the .anisotropy measured by 

kerlind .et al. supports 2% M2 98% El for the 282.-key transition With this 

mixing ratio and. Slivts theoretical K-conversion coefficients (for El )  0.0205,, 

and for M2 0.67) we calculate a theoretical normal ICC of 0.0334. Hatch 

et.al, give an experimental C 	of 0.030 and .Mize et al. 	give 0.038, so we 

conclude that the rEl ICC heie is normal. Vartapetian 22  has pointed out that 

he 2% .M2 adixture .requies an M2 transItIon rate half that Of the single 

particle formula. 

mlG9 63 key 
169 The Yb 	electron capture decay has been studied in Beveral recent 

i 	 27,31i.,36,nvestigations.. 	37
Some features of the decay have been discussed also 

by Mottelson and Nilsson. 3  

•The 63.-key transition proceeds from a level at 380 key according to 
37 the decay scheme of.Mih.elich et a1., 	and they measur.ed a lifetime of 

Ii-. 5 x 10
-8  sec. for the state. They determined an .L-convers ion coefficient of 

0..19.± cOli. and Hatch et ai. 1-  give 0.15 for the same quantity. The corres-

ponding Rose theoretical value for:El is 0.15. .Nihelich et al. measure 

relativeL subshell rati.os of 2.3/0.8/1.0, consistent with the theoretical 

ratios 2.2/0.8/1,0. We conclude that this transItion has normal conversion 

coefficients. 

l77 208 key 

The beta decay of Lu177  to Hf377  has received considerable study in 
22,.39- 1 l 	 177 

recent years, 	and the ground state spin of Hf 	has been determined 
42 

as 7/2 by.Speck and Jenkins. 	Some information has also come from study of 
.177 11-3, 11-4 1 5 

electron capture of Ta , 	and, from .Coulomb excitation. 

There appears to be a level, at 321 key, populated. both in beta decay 

and in electron capture. It decays. by 321-key and .208-key gaia rayso For 

our study of the ICC problem the. latter transition is of the greater interest, 

since there is information on the El-M2 mixing from angular-correlation 

data 22,10  The interpretation of the angular correlation requires independent 

knowledge of the 	-E2 ratio in the 113-key cascade transition. From L- 

subshell .ratios"1-  one would calculate a small Nl adiuixture of 2 to 3% 

The experimental anisotropy is consistent with Iva/E2 0.03±.005 and.a pure 
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- 'Ii 
El transition; this interpretation is proposed by Ofer. 	However, the 

angular-correlation experiment does not fix the limit on M2 admixture in the 

208-key very well! Two percent M2 in the 208-key is consistent with 2.8% or 

3.2%.,Ml/E2 possibilities in the 113-key.. 

The experimental aK  of the 208-key is 0.014, to be compared wih 

Shy's theoretical aK  (Ei).= O!0446 ando(M2) =2,05, We..conclude in Table 

VIII that aK  is normal, although we cannot exclude the remote possibility 

that .(El) is anomaloisiy small and that there is M2 admixture. 

A limit on the 321-key state lifetime was s.et by Vartapetian22 ' 23  as 

t112 <.4.x10 0  sec. 

Eu153 , 98 key 	 . 

The level system of Eu153  has been studied by Coulomb exithtion 6  

and by beta decay752  of Sm153  ,and.•el.ectron capture 538  of Gd153 . Among 

the transitions is a 98-key El transition tO ground with a lifetime of.< 10 

sec. Marty and ,Vergnes 6  report a 	0.3 .± .1, ard Church59  has given the 

aK relative to that of the 103-key Ml transition discussed later in this 

appendix. . Prom his ratio we calculate a ' 	. The Shy and Band 

.theQreticalK is 0.23. Hence, we conclude that...aK  is nor1 within 

experimental uncertainty. 

The initial-  and final-state assignments are 5/2, 5/2 - [532] and 5/2,. 

5/2 + [ 413] respectively. 19  

w182 152 key 

Wapstra and Nijgh 3  have recently renormahized and discussed .coversion 
182 	183 	 60 

coefficients in W 	and W 	from measurements by Murray- et al., and they 

list conversion-coefficient comparisons for a few El transitions in .w18. 

The a K  of the 152-key transition from 3, 2- (i,K ic) to 2, 2+ 6 T i1es.s than 

half the :Rose theoretical values (which differ very little from Shy and Band 

values, in this case). The 222-key transition from ), i-- to 3, 24- exhibits a 

normal .o for El. It is interesting to note that the anomalous case is not 

K-forbidden, while the normal case is K-forbidd.n. With only one deternilnation 

of these conversion coefficients we might maintain some reservation about 

labeling the 152.-key  transition as anomalous. However 5  recent work of 
182 	 .182 

Gallagher on Re 	decay to w . has clearly shown that there is an.. anonaly 
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in the K/L1 .ratio,62  the xperimental value being 2.8 and Rose t s theoretical 

being 8.3. This K/L1  measurement and the aK measurement together indicate an 

aLl higher than normal. In the main text of this paper we have discussed the 

possibility that the El anomaly might give a constructiye contribu ion .to L 1  

(or K) conversion and .a destructive contribution to K(or L 1 ). Gallagher also 

finds probable .L1/K anomalies in other  El transitions of W182,  but there is 

considerably more experimental uncertainty with, them than with the 152-key 

transition. 

We do not have a lifetime determination for the 152-key transition, 

but we may estimate the order of its retardation from that of the analogous 

67-key transition (2,2--->2,.2+). .me 2,2- state has a half life of  1.03 xl0 9  

sec according to measurements of:Sunyar. 	From this measurement and relative 

ganma intensity measurements 60 we calculte a retardation factor of 4.5 x 10 3  

for the 67-key El. 

It seems surprising that El ,anomalies should set in at such low re-

tardation, but ,w182  is an .•ev.n-even nucleus and is. not really to be compared 

closely with odd-mass nuclei. . Further experimental studies in this and 

similar even-even nuclei .ar.e certainly desirable, 

Table IX Cases (K-Forbidden El) 

Hf180m, 57.6 key 

This unusual 55-hr El isomeric.transition 6 ' 6  is the slowest.El 

transition known; it is slower by a factor of 1015  than the single-particle 

formula predicts. The values L :L :L 	. 5:0 , 5: 1  and aL . .0.li- have been 
65,66 	 . I II III 

reported, 	from which one determines approximately that a 1 , aL11,  and 

qLIII  are 0.31, 0.03, and 0,06 compared with theoretical àlues of 0.11, 

0.051, and 0.058 for the three L subshells for El. (Corresponding values 

for M2 are 67, 6.1, and 21). Clearly it is not proper to invoke M2 admix-

ture, since aLIII  agrees for El, The threefold enhancement of aLi  and 

possible decrease of aL11  is to be ascribed to anomalous El .conversion con-

tributions. The great retardation has been attributed to a high order of 

K-forbiddenness, LK = 8 or 9. The appearance of anomalous internal .conver-

sion.according.to this interpretation indicates, however, that for the small 

compon.ents of the wave function by which the transition may proceed the 

anomalous matrix elements may greatly exceed those for the .radIati 	tran- 

sition; 
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178m888 key 

This El transition' 6 ' 68  Seenis analogous to the case of Hf180m  just 
14 discussed. With a lifetime of 3 sec, the retardation factor is 2 x 10. it 

43 is reportedthat the total conversion coefficient is 0.5  cornpared.to the 

theoretical value of 0.46. Here again the retardation is presumably due majnly 

to K.-forbiddenness, LK = 8 or: 9. 

PU239  316 key and 334 key 

These weak El txansitions have been seen arising from the 1.93 x 10 
6970 sec level at 391.8 key. ' 	From the branching ratios for transitions from 

this level we calculate that the 316-key transition is retarded by a factor of 

9.4.x 10 
8 
and the 334 by 8.4 xlO 8 

Ewan and Knowles 70  measured the K-conversion coefficients of these 

gammas and found them in agreement with theoretical El value.s of Shy or Rose, 

which are not very different from each other in this case. 

The great slowness of these transitions is largely to be attributed 

to K-forbiddenness, since K. is 7/2 (or possibly 5/2) and Kf  is 1/2.6919 

Re183, 382 key 

Newton and Shirley 71  have found a 382-kevEl transition in Rel83 

following the decay of os183. The state at 496 key from which this tran 

sition originates was measured to have a half life of 8 x 10 sec. Accord-

ing to Newton's interpretation the initial state is 9/2 - (K = 9/2) and the 

final stat4 is 7/.E+(K = 512), being the first excited state of the ground 

• rotational band. Thus, the transition is K-forbidden. 

The experimental K-conversion coefficients is (1.0 ± 0.1) 	10_2 , to 

be compared with Shiv's theoretical value of 1.12 x 10 -2  , and thus seems 

normal.) 

Table X Cases (K-Allowed Ml 
Ta18l,)482 key 

The levels and .transitions of Ta181  have received much study through 

Coulomb excitation and beta decay of Hf'l.  We shall not attempt to list 

references or give a detailed discussion, since the data have been thoroughly 

reviewed recently by Debrunner et al. 72  Suffic.e it to say here that the Ml-E2 
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mixing ratio of the 482-kev t'ansition has been carefully determined by gamma-

gamma and electron-gamma angular correlations as 98% E2 + 2% Ni. Its half 

life is 1.06 x lO sec. Several determinations of aK  are listed by Debrunner 

et al., and they choose aK = .0.026 as a best value. Using Sliv t s theoretical 

conversion coefficients one finds a significant discrepancy, which we choose 

to interpret as the Ml conversion coefficient being a factor of about 10 

larger than normal and the unhindered E2 ICC ' s being normal. The experimental 

u1certainty on this enhancement factor is considerable, but there is clearly 

ome enhancement outside limits of experimental error. 

The initial- and final-state assignments 5/2, 5/2 + [402] -* 7/2, 

7/2 + [ 404] are supported by spin determinations as discussed by Debrunner 
72 and the orbital assignments are based on a variety of evidence to 

be reviewed in a forthcoming publication. 19 The radiative Ml transition is 

allowed by K-selection rules but hindered in ttasymptotic lt quantum-number rules 

(see Table vi), probably explaining at least partially its great retardation 

(2,6 x 106). The anomalous Ml conversion operator is unhindered (in = 0 1  

LA = 2 )  tE = -i) (see Table vii), a favorable situation for appearance of 

the ICC anomaly. 

Np237 , 208 key 

The 208-key Ml transition is a prominent feature of the beta decay of 

u237  (cf. Rasmussen, Canavan, and Hollander73  and references listed therein). 

By L-subshell conversion ratios the E2/Ml mixing ratio is 0.5% or less. 

Within experimental .error the aK  of 2.3 agrees with the Shy theoretical 

Ni value of 2.4. The half life of the state at 267 key from which the 208-key 

transition originates was measured by Bunker, Mize, and .Starner 7  as 

5.4 x io 	sec. 

The reasons supporting the state assignments associated with this tran-

sition exhibited in Table X are detailed in Ref. 73. With respect to the 

asymptotic quantum-number selection rules, the situation is the same as in 

Ta181 just discussed: 	= 0, LA 2, L .= -1. Hence, the radiative operator 

is hindered and the anomalous operator is unhindered. 
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Eu153, 103 key 

The reader is referred to the paragraph on the 98-key El transition in 
153 	 153 

Eu 	for references on the Eu 	decay schemed The 103-key MI transition is 

thought to proceed to ground from a state with half life 4 x .10 sec, as 

measured by McGowan, 48  by Graham and Walker, and by Vergnes and Marty. 51  Its 
52 

Kconversion coefficient has been variously measured, as 1.19 (Dubey et al. ), 

1.2 (Marty51 ), 1.1 (McGowan48 ), and 1.2 (Cohen et a1. 4 ). Bhattacherjee and 

Raman57  reported a = 0.67, and Bisi et .al. reported 0.68, but these two 

last-mentioned studies apparently failed to take into account the presence of 

the 98-key El transition, which would not have been resolved from the 102-key 

in the photon spectrum. From the L-subshéil conversion ratios of the 102-key 

transition it is established75  that there is less than 5% E2 admixture. Sliv T s 

theoretical K-conversion coefficients for this case are 1,48 for Ml and 1.10 

for E2. The experimental ICC seems significantly lower than the theoretical 

by about 20%.  However, we have classified the conversion coefficient as 

normal in Table X, since the analysis by Wapstra and Nijgh 3  on a nuniber of Ml 

transitions, most of which were not of the retarded nature considered here, 

showed their conversion coefficients to be systematically still somewhat lower 

than the Shy theoretical values. 

Table XI Cases (K-Forbidden Ml) 

Tm169, 178 and 199 key 
In the first sectIon of this Appendix, where the 63-key El transition 

in TIM 	 was discussed, we listed the references to experimental work elucidat- 

ing the m169  level system. In Tm169  there is a level at 316.2 key with a 

half life of 6.4 x 10 "  sec. The level is assigned 7/2, 7/2 + [44],19 and 

it decays by K-forbidden (K = - 3) transitions to states of the ground 

rotational band, 7/2 + and 5/2 +, K .= 1/2 {4111. The analysis by Mihehich 

et al. 37  determines the Ml-E2 mixing ratios of the 178- and 199-key transitions 

on the basis of L-subsheli conversion coefficients, and they give the value 

5 x 10 as factors of retardation for the Ml components of both transitions. 

Using the Mihelich et al. mixing ratios and Shy ICC values, we obtain 

the theoretical 	for the 178-key transition of 0.49, while Mihelich 

find experimentally 0.49 ± .10 and Hatch et al. 3  find 0.51. For the 199-key 

transition, the corresponding theoretical value is 0.35 and the 
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experimeital .values 0.)5± 0.09 and 	Thus, we conclude that the ICC's 

are normal. 

Pu239 , 217.9,  228.2, and 209.7 key 

There are three prominent Ml transitions seen following beta decay of 

Np239  or Am239  and following alpha decr of Cm243.  These transitions of 

277.9, 228.2, and 209,7  key arise from a level at 285,8  key with half life 

1.1 x 10 sec. The experimental work relevant to this level scheme has been 

reviewed by Penman and Rasmussen, 6  and we refer to this review work for the 

original references. The level at 285.8  key has been assigned 5/2, 5/2 + [622], 

and the three Ml transitions go to excited states of the ground rotational band 

of spins 3/2, 5/2, and 7/2. The ground state of this latter band has been 

assigned X = 1/2 + and the orbital [631]. Hence, the retardation of the ML' s 

may be largely ascribed to K-forbiddenness (LK 2), The best determinations 

of conversion coefficients of these three transitions are probably those of 

Ewan and Knowles.
70  Limits of < 10% E2 admixture were set on the basis of L-

subshell conversion coefficients, and Table XII lists their experimental a K 
values and Shy theoretical values for pure Ml and for the upper limit of 10% 

E2 admixture. We conclude that these a values are probably normal although 

the 210-key conversion coefficient shows a discrepancy with the theoretical 

values by twice the probable error. 

Table XII 

Kforbidden Ml transitions in Pu 239  

	

Gamma 	 aK 

	

energy 	(Exptl.) 	 Theoretical 	 Retardation 

	

(key) 	 Pure Ni 	90% Mh—lO% E2 	factor 

	

278 	1.1.12 	1,18 	 1.07 	 6.0 x 

	

228 	1.6o±.16 	2.04 	 1.85 	 4 .7 x 10 

	

210 	1.76±.30 	2.58 	 2.33 	 9.0 x 103  
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